3 ‘Architecture & You’ talks – 3 Thursdays in April, at 6 pm:
THE ARCHITECTURE AND LIFE OF FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT

Why do the buildings of America’s greatest architect still excite people 50 years after his last design was completed, and what can we learn from them about ourselves? In this illustrated 3-part series, architects Dale Laurin & Anthony Romeo discuss these questions in relation to this great principle by Eli Siegel, founder of the education Aesthetic Realism:

“All beauty is a making one of opposites, and the making one of opposites is what we are going after in ourselves.”

April 8 – Innovative Beginnings: Self & World, Inside & Outside
April 15 – New Opportunities: Sameness & Difference, Continuity & Change
April 22 – Fallingwater: Intimate & Wide, or – “At Home in the World”